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Topics
Update of Current FHWA Initiatives
• Recently Completed
• On-going Work and Support
• Coming Soon

Overview of the A-GaME
• What the A-GaME is
• Implementation Efforts
• Funding Opportunities
• Why we want to bring our A-GaME
• Featured Technologies in the A-GaME toolbox



FHWA National Geotechnical Program - Updates

Recently Completed Work
• GEC-9 – Design, Analysis, and Testing of Laterally Loaded Deep Foundations that 

Support Transportation Facilities (FHWA-HIF-18-031)
• GEC-10 – Drilled Shafts: Construction Procedures and Design Methods (FHWA-NHI-

18-024)
• Evaluation of Limit Equilibrium Analysis Methods for Design of Soil Nail Walls (FHWA-

NHI-17-068)
• Incorporation of Foundation Movements in AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Process –

Second Edition
• Implementation Report – Expanded Database for Service Limit State Calibration of 

Immediate Settlement of Bridge Foundations on Soil
• Unstable Slope Management (Publication developed through WFLHD)



FHWA National Geotechnical Program - Updates
Big-Picture Areas
• Performance and Asset Management

• Geohazards, Extreme Weather Events and Resilience
• Unstable Slope Management
• Assessment of Corrosion for Buried Metallic Foundations and Elements (in 

collaboration with the National Academies of Science)
• Protocol for Identification and Risk-Based Assessment of MSE Walls
• Communication of Data Sets and Data Protocols
• Deployment of I.D.E.A.

• Design and Construction Optimization
• Bearing Resistance of Large Diameter Open Ended Piles
• Lateral Load on Deep Foundations
• High Performance (Tremie) Concrete for Geotechnical Applications
• Geotechnical Aspects of Scour Design



FHWA National Geotechnical Program - Updates

Coming Soon
• Geohazards, Extreme Weather Events and Resilience – Seminar (Fall 2019)
• Communication of Data Sets and Data Protocols – Workshop (Summer 2019)
• NHI 132100 Incorporation of Foundation Movements in Structure Design – Web-based 

(Spring 2019)
• Service Limit State Design and Analysis of Engineered Fills for Bridge Support 

(Complete and awaiting publication pending internal issues) 
• Strength Characterization of Geotechnical Materials (Completed. FHWA-HRT-18-048) 
• Bearing Resistance of Large Diameter Open Ended Piles (Completion in Spring 2019)
• High Performance Concrete for Geotechnical Applications



FHWA National Geotechnical Program - Updates

Coming Soon (Continued)
• Development of Geohazards Program Framework (Completion in Fall 2019)
• Assessment of Corrosion for Buried Metallic Foundations and Elements (collaboration with 

National Academies of Science)
• Protocol for Identification and Risk-Based Assessment of MSE Walls (Completion in Spring 

2019)
• Evaluation of Geosynthetics for Use in Pavement Design
• Dry Cast Block Durability Assessment
• Develop Baseline Soil Constitutive Models for Open-Graded Aggregates
• Evaluation of Bridge Approach Transitions using Inertial Profilers (Completion in Spring 2019) 



FHWA National Geotechnical Program - Updates

NHI Course Development
• NHI 132031 Geotechnical Site Characterization
• NHI 132014 Drilled Shafts: Construction Methods and Design Procedures
• NHI 132021 Design and Construction of Driven Piles (Pending available funding)

Guidance Development
• GEC 15 will develop procedural guidelines for assuring quality in geotechnical 

construction based on best practice, applicable and innovative tools, and modern 
contracting methods 

• GEC 1 will be redeveloped as a base guidance manual covering geotechnical design 
and construction. This work is pending available funding and may be delayed 

• GEC 11 will be updated to address some errata and changes to guidance on design of 
MSE walls. This work is pending available funding and may be delayed 



Related to Subsurface Investigation and Site Characterization

NCHRP Synthesis 484: Influence of Geotechnical Investigation and Subsurface 
Conditions on Claims, Change Orders, and Overruns (Winter 2016)

GEC-5:  Geotechnical Site Characterization - FHWA NHI-16-072 (April 2017)

AASHTO Manual on Subsurface Investigation – (NCHRP Document Completed Fall 2018)
• AASHTO Task-Force to review, modify, ballot, publish

NHI 132031:  Geotechnical Site Characterization (Under Development – Mid-2020)

AASHTO Development to Account for Site Variability in LRFD (Contracted 2018)

and…
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Advanced Geotechnical Methods in Exploration
(A-GaME)

Tools for Enhanced, Effective Site Characterization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Points to make:WelcomeEDC5 implementation initiative on Advanced Geotechnical Methods in Exploration – The A-GaME – Tools for enhanced, effective site characterization.We have seen advancements made over the last century, we live in a digital age, we have many tools to help us more effectively characterize geotechnical conditions on our project sites…yet we remain, in many ways, over-reliant on the SPT and practices that were established nearly ½ century ago.  We have an opportunity with this EDC5 effort to establish a new standard with reasonable and rational expectations from enhanced characterization.  We can do better, we can bring our best effort – We can bring our A-GaME… ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Image Permissions:Image 1 – Electrical Resistivity imaging – Source:  MNDOTImage 2 – Electrode or Geophone Stringer above distressed pavement – Source:  MNDOTImage 3 – Bare Earth LiDAR – Source:  Courtesy of BGC Engineering and BC HydroImage 4 – CPT Track-Mounted Rig – Source:  MNDOTImage 5 – OTV image and virtual core – Source:  Courtesy of Hager-Richter Associates



Center for Accelerating Innovation 

What are the Advanced Geotechnical 
Methods in Exploration?
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The A-GaME is a toolbox of underutilized 
subsurface exploration tools that will assist 
with:
• Assessing risk and variability in site 

characterization
• Optimizing subsurface exploration programs
• Maximizing return on investment in project 

delivery



Center for Accelerating Innovation 

Why do we need to bring our A-GaME?

• Because, in up to 50% of major 
infrastructure projects, schedule or costs will 
be significantly impacted by geotechnical 
issues!

• The majority of these issues will be directly or 
indirectly related to the scope and quality 
of subsurface investigation and site 
characterization work.
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Source:  NCHRP Synthesis 484 - Influence of Geotechnical 
Investigation and Subsurface Conditions on Claims, Change 
Orders, and Overruns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we need to bring our A-GaME?Because up to 50% of the time, project schedule and project budget are significantly impacted by geotechnical issues.  And in these cases, the majority of the time they are either directly or indirectly related to the scope and quality of our subsurface investigation programs and site characterization work.These may be in the form of claims on “changed conditions”, over-runs on quantities and estimates, and most frequently in change-orders and even design changes before or after letting. 
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Findings from Synthesis 484
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Center for Accelerating Innovation 

Mission

Mitigate risks to project schedule and budget, and 
improve reliability by optimizing geotechnical site 
characterization using proven, effective exploration 
methods and practices.

13
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Risk
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Source: FHWA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risks are real.  Problems like this do happen.  During construction, right after construction, and even years after construction.Instability problems like these often involve groundwater conditions that we don’t identify adequately, or material properties that may be mischaracterized – and the analyses, designs and details that don’t account for them._________________________________________________________________________________________________________Source of all Photos:  FHWA
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Risk
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Source: Florida DOT

Source: Florida DOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risks with foundation installation are real, too.  In addition to obtaining data and information for designing the foundations to perform adequately after construction, part of the intent of our investigation scopes is also to consider constructability.  Selecting the most appropriate foundation type for the subsurface conditions, considering the load demand of the structure and probable loading conditions.  We need to make sure the type of pile, for instance, can be driven for the actual ground conditions, and make reasonable quantity estimates.  This can be challenging, especially in ground conditions that vary substantially, and it offers motivation to do more than minimum requirements in a prescriptive manner.  We can do more, we can do better, we can bring our A-GaME.____________________________________________________________________________________________________Source:  FLDOTConsider other examples.
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Common Sources of Delays and Cost Escalations:
• Pile overruns
• Higher than expected groundwater
• Other problems with seepage, including those requiring 

dewatering, which were identified as notably more costly than 
other types of changes

• Misclassified or mischaracterized subgrade, resulting in often 
significant quantity revisions related to pavements, earthwork, 
and removal and replacement requirements for foundations

• Unanticipated rock during foundation construction
• Mischaracterized rock for drilled shaft construction

16
Source:  NCHRP Synthesis 484 - Influence of Geotechnical 
Investigation and Subsurface Conditions on Claims, Change 
Orders, and Overruns
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Center for Accelerating Innovation 

Strategic Implementation Categories
• Outreach, Collaboration and Coordination with Industry
• Outreach to State and Local Decision-Makers
• Field Demonstration & Support
• Cultivate and Establish Multi-Discipline Champions & Groups
• Develop and Disseminate Guidance & Training Delivery
• National, Regional and Local Knowledge Sharing
• Programming and Planning Implementation
• Program-Level Training, Process Reviews, Procurement, 

Procedure Development
• Technical Assistance
• Sustainment – Establish User Groups

18
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EDC-5 Funding Opportunities:
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 State Transportation Innovation Council (STIC) Incentive
 Up to $100,000 per STIC per year to standardize an 

innovation
 https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/innovation/stic/

 Increased Federal-share for Project-level Innovation
 Up to 5% increase in federal share when new 

innovation is added to a project

 Accelerated Innovation Deployment (AID) Demonstration
 Up to $1 million available per year to deploy an innovation 

not routinely used
 https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/innovation/grants/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EDC-5 funding opportunities available for stakeholders are:A State Transportation Innovation Council (STIC) is intended to bring together public and private transportation stakeholders to evaluate innovations and spearhead their deployment in each State.  Funding availability is up to $100,000 per STIC per year to support the costs of standardizing innovative practices.  The EDC teams also have created a list of suggested STIC Incentive projects to help advance each of the EDC innovations.  The AID Demonstration funding incentive is for eligible stakeholders to accelerate the implementation and adoption of innovation in highway transportation, helping to offset the risk of trying an innovation that is not routinely used.  Under a FAST Act Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO), total program funding availability is up to $10million per year.Talk about specific ways STIC Incentive and AID Demo can be used to promote your innovation.Further eligibility information can be obtained on the EDC website or call staff at CAI.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/innovation/stic/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/innovation/grants/
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Benefits of Bringing Your A-GaME
Reduced Risk. Reducing uncertainties in subsurface conditions 
mitigates design and construction risks. 

Improved Quality. Improving confidence in the geotechnical 
characterization reduces unnecessary conservatism in design and 
establishes a more reliable basis for design and construction of 
foundations and other geotechnical features impacting the 
highway system. 

Accelerated Project Delivery. Since a significant number of 
construction delays can be attributed to inadequate knowledge of 
subsurface site conditions, well-scoped investigation programs 
improve decision-making and constructability, providing time and 
cost savings for transportation agencies. 

20
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Benefit of Upfront Investment in Site Investigation
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Source:  NCHRP Synthesis 484 - Influence of Geotechnical 
Investigation and Subsurface Conditions on Claims, Change 
Orders, and Overruns (After Figure 1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, here is the proposition related to risk.  On the y-axis you are seeing total increase to construction cost as % greater than the awarded project cost.  On the X-axis you see the cost of site investigation as the % of project awarded cost.  Commonly, in transportation the cost of investigation is around 1 to 3 percent.  What if we were willing to invest more, upfront;  not arbitrarily, but what if we were smart about it, used more dollars strategically to explain variability across our site, target groundwater conditions that threaten the means and methods used in construction, the depths and variations of rock quality at our foundation locations, the properties that influence the performance of our designs most significantly.  Just a few percent more – especially where the likelihood of problems are higher – related to the complexity of the project and the complexity of anticipated conditions, and the consequences of problems are less tolerable – projects of significant interest, not many other good alternatives, high profile, or for some local agencies – perhaps you simply can’t afford a significant loss to your annual budget – to reduce the likelihood of bad surprises.  These costs don’t reflect cost associated to lost time in schedule.  Of course if construction on the critical path is influenced early in construction – as we are coming out of the ground with our foundations before any work can start on the superstructure – then that could have a tremendous impact on just on the construction happening then, but on all the other work and subs down the path.
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MODOT Approach for Relating Design Reliability to 
Variability.  Example Shown: Tip resistance – shafts in clay
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COV of Mean Undrained Shear Strength, COVsu

Bridges on Minor Roads
Bridges on Major Roads
Major Bridges (<$100 million)
Major Bridges (>$100 million)

Source: Missouri DOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Erik Loehr’s presentation on MoDOT approach.Message:  In addition to mitigating project risks impacting schedule and budget, part of the mission for this initiative is also to improve reliability by optimizing geotechnical site characterization.  The current AASHTO LRFD bridge design specification doesn’t really address this.  Resistance factors related to the reliability of a given design, are based on the assumption that the minimum standard practices in subsurface investigation are performed.  Well, what if we do more than the minimums?  What if we remove more of the uncertainties associated with soil properties and their variation across a site?  It should make sense that the reliability of a design would improve, the better we explain that natural variability and remove uncertainties of potential surprises that could adversely impact our designs, our methods of construction and expected long-term performance.  Florida and Missouri are two states that have recognized this.  Shown is the Missouri approach that relates the coefficient of variation for a given design parameter, in this case, undrained shear strength, to a designed resistance factor that relates reliability to a given probability of failure of performance.  In this case, MO has related reliability expectations to the type of facility or significance of the structure with multiple curves for each case.  The lower the COV the higher the resistance factor.  The quantity and quality of measurements and their relationship to the design method will effect how reliable the design and the resistance factor we assign. 
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Advanced Geotechnical Exploration Methods
CPT - Cone Penetration Test

SCPT - Seismic Cone Penetration Test
ER - Electrical Resistivity

IP - Induced Polarization
SP - Self Potential

MWD - Measurement While Drilling
Seismic: Refraction

Seismic: Reflection
Seismic: FWI - Full Waveform Inversion

Seismic: SASW - Spectral Analysis of 
Surface Waves

Seismic: Tomography
Seismic: Downhole

Seismic: Crosshole

23

TDEM - Time-Domain Electromagnetic

FDEM - Frequency-Domain Electromagnetic

VLFEM - Very Low Frequency Electromagnetic

OTV - Optical Televiewers

ACT - Acoustic Televiewers

GPR - Ground Penetrating Radar

MicroGravity

PMT - Pressuremeter Test

DMT - Flat Plate Dilatometer Test

Rock Discontinuities from Photogrammetry

Pore-water pressure from Field Piezometers

Suspension Logging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a more extensive list of Advanced Geotechnical Exploration Methods. All of these are considered A-GaME tools, but we don’t have time today to discuss every one of them.  Note the Featured Methods from the previous slide are shown in bold.  
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Televiewers – Optical and 
Acoustic (OTV/ATV)
• High-resolution, 360o, GIS, 

spatially oriented rock 
drillhole images

• Continuous
• In-place rock structure and 

condition
• Eliminates difficult oriented 

coring
• Independent of core quality  

24

Mainstream Effective Underutilized Methods

Courtesy of Jeff Reid, 
Hager-Richter Assoc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Images from Jeff’s presentation on Shared Workspace.Consider replacing with virtual core depiction with discontinuities as planes.
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Replacement of 1930s, 250’ long 
suspension bridge with asymmetrical, 
300’ long suspension Bridge.

25

WLF – Manning Crevice Bridge Idaho

Courtesy of Nathan Jenks, WFL
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26Courtesy of Nathan Jenks, WFL
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Mainstream Effective Underutilized Methods
Measurement While 
Drilling (MWD)
• Continuous 

profile
• Discernable 

stratigraphic and 
material changes

• Rock or Soil
• Standardized in 

Europe ISO 22476-
15 

27
Source: FHWA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measurement While Drilling or MWD is probably new to most for applications in subsurface exploration – but you may recall the same concept for monitoring ACIP piles.  This is a technology that has been used for subsurface investigation for decades in Europe – most commonly in Scandinavia, and is standardized in Europe under the referenced ISO spec – a technology – like man of ours - originally coming from the oil and gas industry.  While we are drilling – we measure torque, downpressure or crowd, rotation speed, penetration, and fluid pressure all with respect to time.  So we end up with a continuous drilling record and profile of there changes as we are drilling. We can discern strata changes and variability in partially weather rock, rock, and dense or hard materials where we cannot push a CPT cone.  Florida and Federal Lands are some of the first to instrument some drill rigs.  I know it has also been used in Texas to distinguish karst features in rock with an air-rig rapidly, and could easily see the difference between rock and soil filled karst features.  Florida has made great correlations to skin-friction resistance in drilled shaft drilling – within 10% of load-tested results in their Florida limestone, and are now in the process of relating measures taken during subsurface investigation to those relationships.  The takeaway, here, is that this represents a means to accurately measure materials that have been historically difficult – harder than most soils and softer than most rock - where cores are difficult at best to be able to test, and where the meaning of 50/3” or 50/6” is at best an index – and not exactly a measure for accurate design parameters.  MWD represents this potential.  Regardless, it offers immediate benefits for characterization. 
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Measurement While Drilling (MWD) - Background

AKA – Diagraphy Drilling, Instrumented Drilling, Use of 
Drilling Parameters

Predominantly used with rotary-percussive, air-rotary 
and rotary-wash drilling

ACIP Piles - Use many of the same drilling 
measurements 

Often used in conjunction with LWD – Logging While 
Drilling (down-hole geophysics) in the Oil/Gas/Mining 
Industries.
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Background - Measurements

Measured and Recorded while Drilling:
• Fluid Pressure
• Torque
• Rotation Speed
• Thrust-on-bit (i.e. Down-thrust, Down-

Pressure, Crowd)
• Hold-Back
• Penetration Depth
• Time
• Drilling-Speed (reciprocal of time)
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EFL – Instrumented CME 750 ($30K)

30
Source: EFLHDCourtesy of Mohammed Elias, EFL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Images from FHWA EFLHD.Objective is to investigate correlation between drilling parameters and soil parameters and develop standard procedures.
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From Gui et al. 2002
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From Gui et al. 2002

Γv = Vd/(ωdD)

Γf = W’/(Tq/D)

Γeasy = -Γv/Γf

Γhard = 1/Γeasy

E = logΓv/logΓf



From Smith 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a good example of a clay-filled void from 29 to 31 feet with good rock above and below it.  We often could tell from the shot hole plot that our interpreted depths for the rock cores were off due to the fact that if you have a 70% recovery in a five foot core run, you really have no way of telling where the 18 inches of missing material was lost in the interval. However, you have to assume a top and bottom elevation range for the core. In summary, the cost and effort of instrumenting the shot hole rig was fairly small and the added information obtained was quite helpful in characterization of the Edwards limestone and development of drilled shaft design.
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Estimated strengths from field 
MWD “Monitoring 
Strengths” and unconfined 
compressive strengths from 
core specimens.

From McVay et al. – 2016

Source: FDOT-UF



From McVay et al. – 2016
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MWD – Findings from FDOT Investigation
• Correlation of drilling parameters with 

soil/rock strength
• Drilling efficiently (Operational Limits)
• Drilling at optimum level

36
Source: FDOT-UF

(Chen et al. 2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compound parameters such as Somerton index or the specific energy (energy required to remove a unit volume or rock). Operational limits to ensure efficient drilling that would avoid pulverizing the rock and minimizing equipment damage and bit wear (wasted energy)Able to determine a operation range for some parameters by which they obtained full recovery week formation. Best recoveries achieved with higher flow rate
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MWD

Standardized in Europe –
ISO 22476-15 

Most Basically, MWD 
provides…
• Continuous quantitative 

drilling record
• Means to assess site 

variability
• QA value

Immediate Applications
• Karst Features
• Detecting Boulders, Lenses, Bedrock 

Interfaces
• Characterization of Piedmont Residuum 

and PWR
• Stratification and material identification

Continued Work
• Understanding interdependencies while 

maintaining production:
• Between drilling parameters
• Bit types and size
• Drilling methods

• Correlations to engineering index 
parameters



3-D VISUALIZATION
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Visualization of Information

39
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Silas Nichols
FHWA Headquarters
silas.nichols@dot.gov

(202) 366-1554

Ben Rivers
FHWA Resource Center

benjamin.rivers@dot.gov
(404)562-3926

THANK YOU! 
Please contact us with any questions

mailto:Scott.hogan@dot.gov
mailto:benjamin.rivers@dot.gov
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